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Adaptive Access introduction

Access to information, data, services, systems as well as access to
physical locations is governed by security policies1. These security

policies are formalized and need to be enforced by the owner of the

resource. In doing so, the owner will try to manage the risk involved in
access, such as the risk of abuse of information, data leakage, theft,

fraud and any other security threats. In order to be in control, the owner
needs to have assurance of the level of security realize by the security
controls that have been put in place.

Some of the controls are related to the access requester, the subject,

or person who seeks access. Can the subject be trusted enough to be
granted access to the resource?

It has long been understood that the trust level of a digital identity
is dependent on different criteria. The Level of Assurance (LoA)
1

The concept of Access Governance is explained in our whitepaper Access Governance
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mechanism has been identified in several research topics, such as in

Kantara, but also in Stork. In short: the assurance level of an identity is
dependent on

●● a) the quality of the identity issuing process of the Identity
Provider (IdP) and
●● b) the level of reliability of the authentication mechanism.
●● If the identity is issued in person and if the identity is
authenticated using a digital certificate, the trust level
is high, resulting in the possibility of granting high level
authorizations.
However, although the LoA mechanism may be a relatively simple

concept, it is difficult to implement. Because the IdP and authentication

must be mapped, a baseline must be established in order to implement
the LoA concept. An LoA ‘High’ for certain IdP’s can be different from

the LoA ‘High’ of another IdP. Nist created a standard that defines the
LoA-concept, in Nist SP800-63-32.

Traditionally Access Control is realized by implementing a security
mechanism called Role Based Access Control (RBAC). Individuals

gain access (authorizations) to a resource based on their role in the
organization. This may seem a simple method, but RBAC is a very

complex, restricted security control. RBAC is not a very dynamic way of

facilitating access. The first, primary restriction is that a Role is issued to
a person, but this is not done on a task -oriented basis. In many cases
this is done only infrequently, on demand.

The second restriction is that RBAC doesn’t understand the concept
of Context. An issued Role implies authorization, no matter what

context or other policies. A more dynamic, flexible method needs to be
developed in order for it to become more effective and efficient.

Policy Based Access Control is the new paradigm that may be the

solution. It encompasses Attribute Based Access Control, Claims Based

Access Control and Context Based Access Control. It is evident that the
Access Control policy must be enforced, while taking the dynamics of
access into account.

Access Policy Management is a complex process. Access Policy

Management is actually not a single process, but is the responsibility of
2

https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63-3.html#52--assurance-levels
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multiple accountable parties, with an access control responsibility for
the components under their control. Once the different components
of access control are separated, it can be made relatively simple.

Instead of managing the policy for every application repeatedly, as it

is currently the case, a policy needs to be defined only once, and made
applicable globally.

Adaptive Access (AA) is a dynamic concept by nature. When a user

starts a session accessing services requiring a low risk level, identifying

himself with username/password may be sufficient. When later on in the
session additional identification, like a token, might be needed in order
to deliver an appropriate level of trust. Authentication can also be a
continuous process through, for example, behavioral biometrics.
Examples of changing needs for trust in the identity:
●● User switches context (such as location)
44 This could effectively place the user in another trust
domain, and the session should be re-evaluated
(please note, all services don’t yet support
re-inspecting the access token, this mostly works
with privileged services)
●● A user opens a sent document, which requires a
higher trust level. This should enforce additional

authentication, for instance Multi-Factor Authentication.

Adaptive authentication is a secure, dynamic and flexible form of

authentication. It enables validating multiple factors to determine the
authenticity of a login attempt before granting access to a resource.
The factors that are used for validation can depend on the risk
probability associated with granting a particular user access.

This enables adjusting the authentication strength based on the
context at hand.

However, there is a massive barrier on the path toward effective

‘control’: The user who needs to cope with the security controls. User

experience (UX) is a critical success factor in every information security
project. If the security controls are too strict, users may be deterred or

they may circumvent the obstructing control. If someone is accessing
an intranet portal from his home location and home network every

Friday morning, why does he need to use multi-factor authentication
repeatedly? Should the trust level be sufficient to provide access?
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Identity and Access
Management

2.1. Information Security and Governance
Access Governance is the principle of assuring the rightful access

to resources by any user, system or process. In our opinion Access

Governance is about ownership of access rules and accountability for
giving the right access to the right people. This seems simple enough,
but we find that it is often misunderstood or misinterpreted. In our

whitepaper3 we described our vision on access based on the concept
of governance.

3

https://www.nixu.com/whitepaper/whitepaper-access-governance
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What should be highlighted, is that there are two main drivers for
information security:

●● The necessity of security due to legal compliance
and regulation surrounding privacy regulations, ISO
standards, HIPAA, PCI/DSS etc.
●● The internal necessity of security due to governance,
reputation and corporate social responsibility. This is
considered internal ambition and that can be driven by
Mission, Vision and Strategy of the organization.
In order to realize this, security should not only be a formal statement,

but it must be embedded in the organizational structure, the processes,
culture and within the IT infrastructure and application landscape.

The human factor is perhaps one of the key success factors. When the

people are not happy with the way security is enforced, the control will
not be accepted by the user, the success ratio will be low.

In short: Information security depends on reliable identities and reliable
access facilities.

2.2 Identity Management
Managing identities is no simple task. The process to provide reliable
identities is expensive, so the first step in AA would be to identify

the need and possibility for delegating the process to organization
administrators or by even outsourcing identity management to

Identity Providers, who can be internal or external responsible parties.

If partners, vendors and other third parties manage their own identities,
it would be wise to allow these identities to be used to grant access by
implementing federative access features. Identities of external parties
should be given access based on federated trust contracts; when a

third party identity tries to gain access, the request must be evaluated
by means of policy management technology.
2.2.1 Employee access
Employees are people with an employment contract with the

organization. Their identities are subject to Joiner-Mover-Leaver

processes of the Identity Management lifecycle. The ‘identity provider’

(IdP), the organization itself, can be trusted. Every identity managed by
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this IdP, can be trusted similarly, but, and that’s vital in IAM, this does

not mean that every identity will also have the same authorizations.
Accessing resources is subject of the authorization management

processes. Traditionally RBAC is used for granting access, but this is not

a dynamic access control mechanism. Adding (internal) federation with
ABAC type of access control, adds the dynamical access control that
may be required.

For employees who are granted access, the bonus is that the IdP is a
fully trusted, resulting in a trustworthy authentication.
2.2.2 Third party access
For external IdP’s additional controls are needed. That could mean

either granting less access permissions, or requiring additional security
controls, like multi-factor authentication. At the very least identities

from an external IdP should only be granted access based on a mutual
federation contract or agreement. No contract means No Access. And
the provisions in this federation contract are the basis for the policies
that should be enforced in the access requests.

Part of the policy should be the classification of the trust level of the
IdP. This implies evaluating the quality of the identity management

processes and a classification of the different authentication levels of
this external IdP.

The evaluation criteria for the external IDP should also cover aspects
related to the federation assurance level, i.e. the security of the way
how assertions / claims are passed from the external IDP e.g. when

using OIDC 1.0 or SAML 2.0. For example, if the assertion is signed and
encrypted or only signed.
2.2.3 Citizen identities
Most national governments supply digital identities for their citizens.

The governments act as Identity Provider within their context: the nation
state where every citizen can have either the nation state nationality
or be recognized as a legal (trusted) inhabitant (with a different
nationality).

As stated earlier, an Identity is valid within the context of the IdP. In this
case the IdP is a nation state, meaning that the Identity is valid for the
governmental services and depending on laws and regulations other
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organizations could allow the use of the digital identity if and for so long
as they thrust the central IdP authority.

Within EU the eIDAS Node has been defined, which allows cross-border
public sector service usage through the possibility of offering strong
authentication mechanisms for all member states through a single

well-defined SAML 2.0 or OIDC 1.0 based endpoint. These standards can
be made available if laws and regulations allow using these identities.
2.2.4 Consumer identities
For consumers to gain access, a digital identity is needed. But

managing identities can be very complex and expensive. Managing

consumer identities is no core business of commercial organizations.
The challenge is to manage potentially millions of user identities,

accounts, with little or no effort. The solution is to have consumers

manage their own account. Offer them a portal to create and manage
their account, manage their preferences and passwords, offer

them social logon. And use that identity to let consumers perform
transactions, buy stuff.

There is a roadblock, of course, privacy. GDPR and other privacy

regulations make it essential to restrict use of personal data. This means
that data must be labelled and that consent management is put in

place: registering the consent for any data element is a critical success
factor. For every access to personal data, consent management API’s
must be used.

Consumer Identity and Access Management solutions offer the required
access features.

2.3 Authentication
Authentication is nothing more than the process of proving that the

user with a digital identity requesting access is the rightful owner and

user of that identity. This means that the user must provide proof of this

rightful usage, by providing a secret that only the access requester and
the access supplier know, like a secret code, or a password. But such

a known secret can be shared, it may not be sufficient to get access,

because by sharing a password, others than the assumed rightful user
of the identity can pretend to be the rightful owner. This means that

the trust level of an access requester who uses just a password may
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not be sufficient. There is some degree of uncertainty, which should
result in the evaluation of the level of access. It may be enough to

give access to public information, but it will probably be insufficient to
give access to classified information. Adding more ‘proof’ of identity

can be done by using additional factors, such as tokens, certificates,
biometrics. These additional factors can be requested either at the

start of the authentication, or during a session after a previous low-trust
authentication. In this case, the low-trust access can be enhanced by

performing a ‘step-up’ authentication, requiring the additional factors.

2.4 Federation
As stated earlier, managing identities is expensive. Most organizations
operate on lots of legacy systems and applications that require a
managed identity from an internal authoritative source. Identity
Governance and Administration solutions4 can take care of the

automation part to provision accounts and authorizations to (legacy)
target systems, managing external identities in an IGA solution is

by no means a simple or efficient task. The best way of managing

external identities is by not doing it yourself. Outsourcing of identity

management is a best practice. If you can create a federation with a

B2B party, a vendor or a customer, trusting their identities makes giving
access easier.

For managing consumer and or citizen identities, a CIAM solution5 allows
users to login and from the CIAM portal a federated access facility,
based on OAuth or OpenID Connect is offered.

2.5 The Trusted Identity
Access governance requires a certain level of trust in the individual
requesting who is access, whether it is an internal employee, a

contractor, a partner, a supplier, or a customer. The assurance is given
by implementing an authentication feature: people need to prove the
rightful possession and use of the digital identity.

Access governance also implies that different risks will result in different
security controls. A higher risk level requires a higher trust level. The risk
4

Sailpoint, Saviynt, Hitachi-IDM, OneIdentity, etc.

5

Gigya, iWelcome, Ping, Forgewock, etc.
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level is dependent on both the resource requested (does the user want
to have access to personal health data or access to the menu of the
restaurant) and on the context of the user:

●● An employee will probably have a higher trust level
than a contractor.
●● An employee working from the office will have a higher
trust level than the same employee working from an
unknown location outside the office.
●● A user identifying himself with just a username/
password combination will have a lower trust level than
a user identifying himself with a username/password
and a multi-factor authentication method.

An example of the use of the Open Identity Connect
(OIDC) protocol:
Based on the level of trust in the identity, for instance based on the
trust level of the identity provider, some of the security controls can
be ‘outsourced’. If one can trust the identity provider, possibly based
on a federation contract, an access request in the form of an Implicit
OIDC grant flow can be accepted, resulting in a more efficient path to
access. In a federated structure, without such a level of trust, this will
not be acceptable and the access will need an OIDC Authorization
Code grant flow.

11

3

Adaptive Access

3.1 Definition of adaptive access control
Adaptive access is the concept of matching the level of access given

to a requester with the trust level required by the ‘access supplier’, the

service, application, database website, document that access is given
to. The trust level of the access requester is defined by the identity
provider (within the range of trust levels that is accepted for this

specific identity provider), and that may be based on the authentication
method used.

TR US

T

Acess Requester

Policy
enforcement

Acess Supplier

RISK

Trust level provided
=
Trust level of Identity Provider X
Trust level of Authentication method X
Trust level of device X
Trust level of Geo Location X
Trust level of user (attibutes)

Trust level required
=
Potential Confidentiality Risk and
Potential Integrity Risk

Figure 1: Concept of Adaptive Access
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3.1.1 Trust
The trust level of an access requester is defined by the risk level of the
components involved:

Trust Level of the Identity Provider can be evaluated from three
perspectives

¥¥ The IDP trust level
An Identity provider provides an authenticated user
to the system. The trust level of an identity provider
is based on different criteria. From the perspective of
information security the trust level is dependent on
implementing security controls, such as those defined
in the ISO27K set of baselines. The ISO27001 certification,
just like an ISAE3402 or STAR level2 certification gives a
high level of trust.
¥¥ The Identity Assurance trust level:
The way Identity Provider’s manage and verify the user’s
identity may vary. On the internet many applications
accept Facebook or Google as an Identity Provider.
Both Identity Provider’s do not validate the identity
when a user creates an account. The trust level usually
is perceived as low. Banks on the other hand perform
an identity check before issuing an account. Because
of the visual in- person verification of their customers,
the trust level of a bank as an Identity Provider will be
perceived much higher than the other examples.
●● The Federation Assurance trust level
The trust level of a federation is based on contracts.
Without a contract, federation is possible, but the trust
level is low. Using a Facebook identity in a federation
is an example of a low trust identity. Whereas
Facebook technically is sound, the Facebook Identity
Management processes are not mature. Bank Id’s can
have a high level of trust: technically the federation is
strong and the identity management processes are
mature. And besides, a service provider could make
arrangements with the Bank ID provider for additional
governance. It is not possible to make arrangements
with Facebook as a trusted IdP”. In case of a (mutual)
contract, the trust between federation partners can be
much higher. Components in the contract would be
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44 Governance
Laws and regulations (like GDPR, PCI/DSS, eIDAS, etc.)
44 Procedures
Incident and change management
44 Technical
Syntax and Sematics of attributes and attribute
values
An Identity Provider can authenticate the user in different ways.

Mostly used is the username/password combination. This method is

considered weak, because passwords can be stolen, forged or shared.

Adding a second factor, like a hardware token, increases the strength of
the authentication. There is only one token (it cannot be copied) and its
presence give much more insurance about the user’s identity.
●● Trust Level of the Authentication method
44 Low: user ID/Password
44 Medium: tokens, One-Time Passwords, Authenticator
apps, biometrics
44 High: Digital certificates on a device or smartcard
●● Trust Level of the Device used
The Trust level may depend on the trust level of the
device. A managed workstation in an office may be
perceived as more trustworthy than a privately -owned
mobile phone.
●● Trust level of the Geo Location
The Geo Location may have impact on the
trustworthiness. The identity coming from someone
logging in from a remote location may be less
trustworthy than the same identity logging in from
a nearby location. Successive logins from different
locations within a specific timeframe, which could imply
impossible travel, are not trustworthy.
●● Trust level of the user
●● Apart from the authentication of the user, users can
have different trust levels. Employees may have a
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higher trust level than contractors. Customers logging
in with their Facebook account will have a lower trust
level then external identities with an identity that has
been provided by a contracted identity provider.
●● Other Contextual criteria
Think of the time, IP-address used, user behavior in
typing, motion sensors, using the mouse etc.

Digital ‘identities’ such as Robotised Process Automation (RPA) accounts
and access requesters requesting access via a (trusted) mobile app (installed via a trusted app store) will also have a specific, yet to be defined,
Trust level. There are no industry standards in this area, yet.
An overall trust level could be composed from these components and
this level should match or exceed the required risk level for the requested
access to a resource. This required trust level should be based on risk and
should be set by a policy.

3.1.2 Risk
The risk level of an access supplier is defined by business owners. These
owners can be one or more of the Business Process Owner, a Business
Data Owner, the Owner of a System, Service or Contract, or the Line
Manager. The risk level is often defined in terms of Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability (CIA).

This classification may not be sufficient. For instance, the CIA rating
is 3-3-3, or High-High-High, or whatever level, what does this mean

for adaptive access? Is Multi-factor authentication required? Or can
the transaction only be performed in a secluded environment? Or is
password authentication but in a secluded location using a trusted
device acceptable?

For a business owner the CIA rating may not be clear enough. This

means that the access policy must be defined in a more specific way.
The business owners must, from their perspective, define the relevant

access policy, in terms that both a user can understand the logic, but
also the access control environment can enforce the policy.
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User Class

Role

Identity
Provider

Location

Auth
Method

Device

User
Session

Employee

Sales
Manager:
all transactions

Own, internal
IDP

Office

UID/PW

Trusted
workstation

Day

Employee

Sales
Manager:
all transactions

Own, internal
IDP

Home

Trusted
workstation

4 Hrs

Sensitive
transaction
data

Employee

Sales
Manager:
all transactions

Own, internal
IDP

Elsewhere

AuthAPP

VPN
Untrusted
workstation

4 Hrs

Sensitive
transaction
data

Customer

Customer
own data

Customer,
CIAM

On the go

UID/PW

Unknown

1 hr

Data Class
Sensitive
transaction
data
Sensitive
transaction
data

VPN
AuthAPP

This example shows that, even though the CIA rating does not change,
access to data can be adapted based on multiple variables, such

as identity and context. This gives a more granular access definition

than traditional RBAC. Note that different stake holders can be made

responsible for different rows and columns in the table. The cells in the
first five columns could be defined by the process owner, the items in
the last column could be defined by the Risk Manager.
3.1.3 Policy enforcement
During a session the required trust level, but also the risk level can vary.
An example is a person travelling from inside a trusted location and

network to an untrusted environment, resulting in additional security
controls, or less access. Another dynamic is a banking application

where viewing the account is considered less risky than transferring

money. It is therefore sufficient to provide a username and password

combination to view the account, but the user needs to provide a token
to make a transaction, which in turn would require a higher trust level
because of the risk that is calculated at a higher level.

Continuous authentication can be required to support the need for
adaptive access.

In the security architecture policy enforcement will most likely be the

responsibility of an API gateway. We will explore the specific set-up in a
future whitepaper.
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3.2 AA use cases
In order to define the AA features and architecture, it is relevant
to define different use cases to identity the different needs for

identification and authentication. In the following table we identified
a number of realistic use cases and criteria about these use cases.
Typical use cases for access requests are:
Use case

Access allowed

Authn

An employee with a company
digital identity, working in a
company office building with a
managed laptop.

Very high assurance. Access to
Sensitive data and Trade Secrets.

Conditional Access (CA), or Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) to
non-azure or high-risk transactions

An employee with a company
digital identity, working from
home with a managed laptop.

Medium assurance. Access to
Sensitive data with limited time
(12Hr).

CA, or MFA to non-azure

An employee working from home
with an unmanaged laptop.

Low assurance. Access to Internal data with limited time (12Hr).

Uid/Pwd + MFA

Supplier Employee working from
supplier location with supplier
managed device.

Low assurance. Access to Internal data.

Uid/Pwd + MFA

Supplier Employee working from
unknown location with supplier
managed device.

Low assurance. Access to Internal data for short period (1 Hr)

Uid/Pwd + MFA

An employee using a mobile
device to get access via the
internet.

Medium assurance. Access to
Sensitive data.

OIDC token + MFA

External parties accessing
federated apps via Federation
architecture.

Medium assurance. Access to
specific data elements

Federation contract: OIDC/SAML
+ MFA

Remote access for sysops via
federated access to PAM.

High assurance. External sysops
executing administrative infrastructural and DevOps tasks

Federation contract: OIDC/SAML
+ MFA

A customer using a social
identity logging in to browse a
catalog

Low assurance. Only access to
public data.

Uid/PW

A customer using a social identity logging in to buy some goods

Low assurance, which can be
enhanced after a payment has
been done.

OIDC token + MFA
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3.3 Access Classification
Use cases can be almost any combination of Access requester and

Access supplier as described in paragraph 2.3. In the table below the

components are placed next to each other in order of high (top) to low
(bottom) trust. Not all combinations are possible. E.g. a social Identity,

like Facebook, cannot be combined with a hardware token, this identity

provider operates on virtual identities only. The table below is presented
as an example.

Identity
Provider

Trust level

Own, internal
IDP

High

Auth
Method
Hardware
Token

User
Session

Location

Device

User

Data Class

Office

Trusted
workstation,
Authenticator app

Own employee and
contractors

Trade secrets

Unlimited
(12 Hr as a
pragmatic
baseline)

TOTP
Ext (contracted) IDP

Medium
(contract
based)

Soft token,
TOTP

Home

Untrusted
workstation,
Authenticator app

Contractor,
hired
employee

Sensitive

Medium
(4 Hr, half
a day)

Citizen Identity

Medium /
Low

OTP

On the go

Mobile, Authenticator
app

Citizens,
Customers

Internal

Short
(1 hr)

Social
Identity (FB,
Twitter, LI,
Google)

Low

OAuth

Supplier
Office

Authenticator app

Customers

Public

Short
(15 min)

3.4 Evaluation criteria
As stated before, the user experience of access management is a

critical success factor. In the past more critical success factors for

identity management environments have been identified. The Laws of

Identity6 is an Internet community inspired document by Kim Cameron

(Microsoft identity Architect) describing the requirements for any

identity system to work in an effective and efficient way. The 7 laws can
be used to validate any solution under investigation.

6

https://www.identityblog.com/stories/2005/05/13/TheLawsOfIdentity.pdf
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The topic of user experience regarding Adaptive Access can be
explicitly related to law 5, law 6 and law 7:

1. User Control and Consent: Digital identity systems must only
reveal information identifying a user with the user’s consent.

2. Limited Disclosure for Limited Use: The solution which

discloses the least identifying information and best limits its
use is the most stable, long-term solution.

3. The Law of Fewest Parties: Digital identity systems must limit
disclosure of identifying information to parties having a

necessary and justifiable place in a given identity relationship.
4. Directed Identity: A universal identity metasystem must

support both ”omnidirectional” identifiers for use by public

entities and ”unidirectional” identifiers for private entities, thus

facilitating discovery while preventing unnecessary release of
correlation handles.

5. Pluralism of Operators and Technologies: A universal identity
metasystem must channel and enable the interworking
of multiple identity technologies run by multiple identity
providers.

6. Human Integration: A unifying identity metasystem

must define the human user as a component integrated
through protected and unambiguous human-machine
communications.

7. Consistent Experience across Contexts: A unifying identity
metasystem must provide a simple consistent experience
while enabling separation of contexts through multiple
operators and technologies.
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3.5 The Business Case for AA
Implementing AA comes with a price tag, since new IT components
and processes may be needed. But there are many benefits, both
quantitative and qualitative.
Cost savings
●● Consolidation and converging of similar authentication
features on different platforms
44 Multiple tools, apps, UX’s
44 Multiple support processes and contracts
44 Duplicate licenses
44 TCO
●● Reduction of Service desk calls, lack of self service
44 Password resets
44 Token (de)provisioning (that in fact is a physical and
personal process)
Compliance issues
●● More transparent Compliance and Risk models
because of Access Governance, transparency by
formalization of ownership
●● Proven compliancy to laws and regulations
●● PSD2 mandates that some transactions always require
MFA (the ‘some’ indicating one of the use cases for AA.)
User experience
●● Process simplification for users that have to
authenticate too often, due to frequent session timeout and different rules for different environments
●● Reduce friction because of inconsistent user interfaces
●● Self-service portals to support users

20

4

Architecture

4.1 Policy management and enforcement
Access to any resource will be granted based one or more access
policies. Different stakeholders in a company are responsible for

different policies. All applicable policies must be verified before granting
access.

At this time most organizations embed security policies in every

application or platform, there are no valid organization -wide controls

that are managed centrally. It is therefore likely that not all controls are
similar and that the security policy and conformity must be verified
for every system or platform over and over again. Ideally a policy

engine evaluates policies centrally, and the policy enforcement should
encompass the ‘risk class’ component. The risk owners (i.e. a business
process owner, or a data owner) will define the policy that they are

accountable for, to counter the risk that they have to manage. There
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can be multiple ‘business owners’ who each are responsible for their
own part of the corporate security policy. And since they have to be

in control continuously, their policy can be changed continuously too.

And also, as explained before, the context of an access requester can

change dynamically. The dynamic nature of policy management and
enforcement could imply step-up authentication within a session to
cater for the higher trust level needed if the defined risk requires it.
A policy engine is responsible for checking if the variables that are

provided by the Access Requester at any time comply with the access
policies defined by the different security policy owners. The variable
can be claims, attributes, and context information. The central

component in this architecture is the API gateway, that acts like a Policy
Enforcement Point. The Policy Enforcement Engine is a mandatory
component in the access request flow.

Figure 2: Policy Management and Enforcement
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This setup can be scaled up by adding the federation architecture to
this model by adding Identity providers, either internal or external

Figure 3: Policy Management architecture

This architecture shows two distinct Adaptive Access Control flows:
The first flow is the access granted based on Conditional Access
Policies. Conditional Access can be seen as the Microsoft way of

implementing the Trust part of AA. Policies are managed at application
level (ie O365 access policy) and enforced by the Win10 and Azure

software stack. This access flow supports only Azure compliant access
components.

The second flow is the policy engine based access flow.
As you can see, when required in one of the policies, a step-up

authentication can be required and/or enforced by an MFA component.
In order to facilitate federation between the Azure platform and third

-party environments (both third party identity providers and third party
service providers) a Federation Component can be added.
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Figure 4: Policy management and external access

In this setup a federation hub takes care of the communication with

the API gateway. All communication from identity providers is managed
in the federation hub, making it possible to use the same policies for
all incoming access requests, whether they come from within the
organization or from external, federated, partners.

4.2 Zero Trust
The net result of implementing such an architecture is that, in the right
hand side of Figure 4, identities are not used. One doesn’t gain access
based on an account or a role of an account. Access is granted to an

access token or a session token, that has been generated because an

access requester started a request that has been verified by the policy
engine.

The identity is no longer relevant in order to gain access. The identity
(user@IDP) is only required for logging and auditing of the access

request. This means that the application landscape that is accessed
from the API gateway (like Azure or AWS), only needs to know how to

verify a token and respond on the request. Identities are not trusted,
tokens are.

This way of working is also known as the Zero Trust architecture model.
Only trusted and managed components are authorized to make a
connection. In this case the API-gateway, the policy management

solutions and the services provided are trusted. Outside the managed
policies, no access is possible.
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5

Vendors

Currently we can identify three different sets of features that are

required to fulfill the requirements from the viewpoint of Adaptive
Access:

●● Multi-Factor Authentication
●● Federation management
●● Policy Management and Enforcement

5.1 Integrated AA solutions
Many vendors can integrate some of these features in a single product,
but we know of only of two vendors who can deliver all features in one
product:

¥¥ Transmit Security
¥¥ Trustbuilder.
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5.2 MFA
There are many vendors of Multi-Factor authentication platforms. Most
of them can be integrated in an AA landscape. In relation to AA we can
identify three relevant requirements:

●● Integration in the Microsoft Conditional Access
framework (as an addition to or drop-in replacement
for Microsoft Azure MFA)
●● Fido2 compliancy
●● Support for TOTP Push authentication and authenticator
apps
Well known vendors include
¥¥ Microsoft
¥¥ Duo
¥¥ Gemalto
¥¥ RSA
¥¥ Ping
¥¥ RCdevs
Open source solution are
¥¥ LinOTP
¥¥ FreeOTP

5.3 Federation
Federation is essential for outsourcing Identity Management. Technical
implementation does require components such as Microsoft ADFS and
PingFederate. In Azure-only environments, the Microsoft components
could suffice. In situations where integration with unknown technical
environments or legacy platforms with custom connectors, Ping
Federation could be considered.

Gluu can be used as an open source alternative.
In case Identity Management features are required, ForgeRock is a
viable vendor but also WSO2 (open source) might be considered.
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5.4 Policy Management and enforcement
Policy engines consist of different components. The most visible one
being a Policy Enforcement Point, PEP. Without explicit granting of

access, the PEP blocks the access request. In modern architectures, an

API gateway acts as the PEP. Well known products are AWS API Gateway,

Gluu Gateway, Kong, Azure API Management, WSO2 API Gateway, Apigee.
A Policy Decision Point evaluates the requested access (who, trust level,
what attributes, context etc.) against the policy rules (managed for
every resource).

Policy engines (PDP’s) could be:
¥¥ Axiomatics
¥¥ PlainID
¥¥ Trustbuilder
¥¥ Ping Access
¥¥ Transmit Security
¥¥ Symphonic software
¥¥ WSO2 (API gateway)
¥¥ Forgerock AM
An open sourced policy management solution is
¥¥ Open Policy Agent
On Microsoft Azure, the Microsoft Conditional Access features deliver

most parts of the AA feature set. It only works within that platform and

requires policy management per application. There is no central policy
administration. In mixed environments, an additional enforcement
engine needs to be added.

In mixed Conditional Access and third party policy engine architectures,
make sure that the additional components, like policy engines and
federation components support Conditional Access.
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6

AA Roadmap

The Adaptive Access architecture as defined in this whitepaper, will

not be implemented in the broad sense, in short term. It would imply

changes at both infrastructure level (adding different components to

the architecture) and organization level (i.e. maturing Risk Management
in order to define a smart Risk classification).

The flexibility in using different ways of identification for access to

different applications, with a consistent user experience cannot be

reached in a short -term change process. Adapting to the application/
data requires changes at the organizational level, adapting to the

environment requires technical changes. An overall Access Policy needs
to be defined to make it possible to implement the different levels of
access based on the different requirements.

In the long-term companies will migrate to a federated Identity

architecture, which implies ending managing external identities
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and instead offering access to all (external) workers via federation
protocols, like OAuth and SAML. (Business) partners will be trusted

identity providers. Trust does not mean that these identities can have
full access, but that they get access based on trust contracts, with

specific access rules and permissions for the tasks according to the

federation contract. Trust also means that the company accepts that

the trusted partner decides what employee can have the permissions
which were agreed on in the employment contract.

For instance, for performing IT operations tasks within the networks,

personnel from a service provider currently get access to the Privileged
Account Management environment by using a Windows account.
That account was provided through the internal IAM solution. This

means that all personnel changes must be managed by the company
itself, resulting in operational costs, licensing costs (for both Windows
and the IAM solution) and a long identity lifecycle management

process. In the near future, personnel from the service provider will get
federated access to the PAM system via the Partner Identity Provider.
This of course reduces operational costs, but will also result in lower

operational risk: when an employee leaves the external party, access is
no longer possible, since the external partner identity for this employee
no longer exists.
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7

AA Requirements

7.1 User Experience and user Behavior
●● The solution should support flexible, risk-based (and
step-up) authentication, applying only the necessary
amount of security controls depending on the
associated risk
●● Single Sign-on (SSO) must be available as much as
possible and AA should adapt to SSO
●● The solution should support contextual authentication,
utilizing passive user information—like geolocation, IP
address, time of day and device identifiers
●● The solution should be easy to use. Providing a positive
customer experience is key. Consider the limitations
that users may have, from non-smart phones to
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disabilities, as well as their potential resistance to new
or invasive technologies.
●● The solution should offer a consisted user experience
(see Law 5 in Par 2.4)
●● The solution should support mitigation of the risk of optouts, having a choice of authentication methods—like
push authentication, voice, SMS, tokens, certificates, (T)
OTP and email
●● Using identity attributes or identity assurance level in
policy decisions
●● Using federation assurance level information in policy
decisions
●● Managing policies either as part of the PEP or using and
external PDP
●● Should work in a predictable manner (user has to
understand, see Law 7 in Par 2.4)
●● Session duration should mimic that of an average
session

7.2 AA features
●● The Authentication Process must be clear, for instance:
what will happen when an alarm is triggered
●● Usable in all relevant (not legally or otherwise
boycotted) countries
●● Legislation applies, such as the impossibility of using
biometrics in certain countries
●● Adaptable under applied time-restrictions and
anomaly detection
●● Connection can be made to SIEM solutions
●● Compatible with enterprise and privately- owned
devices
●● Cost effective
●● Compliant with eIDAS regulations
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Technology requirement
●● The solution must support legacy solutions in an
effective way
●● AA must facilitate Federated application landscapes,
open standards-based identity-federation (OpenID
Connect, fallback to OAuth2 and SAML2) to relevant
Identity Providers (Identity Provider)
●● Integration in IT Landscape: AA should fit in the existing
architecture and application landscape (including
Legacy):
44 Use of Office 365, SharePoint, etc.
44 Use of VPN for office back ends
44 Use of AWS – users can create VM’s and do
whatever they want (create a VPN-server)
●● AA should preferably be able to withstand the risk of
intercepting the 2nd factor by criminals (such as SMS
authentication)
●● AA should be Futureproof
44 Operations: Cloud First strategy
●● 100% availability of the authentication service
●● AA should support all common Devices
44 Windows (7 – 10)
44 Macbook MacOS
44 Linux workstation
44 Mobile phones (iOS, Android)
In the table in Appendix A we list requirements for a more in- depth
comparison of vendor offerings.
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Appendix 1
AA Requirements
This table contains the requirements for Adaptive Access and contains
requirements for MFA, Policy Management and federation.

This table has been created to classify a number of potential
technologies.
Requirements

Technology 1

Technology 2

Technology 3

Risk Based Authentication
The required AA level is dependent on the risk identified
by business owners
Step-up Authentication
The possibility to use an additional authn method to
reach a higher trust level in the same session
Context Device (Trusted PIL<>BYOD)
The device used is trusted as part of the PIL landscape
Context Date/Time
Date and/or Time access restrictions or features apply
as defined by a business owner
Context Geo (in-extern)
Geographic access restrictions or features apply as
defined by a business owner
Context Geo restricted countries
Geographic access restrictions apply as defined by a
business owner
Context Unusual Travel
Geographic access restrictions apply as defined by a
business owner
Context Network (trusted, VPN, IP address)
Trusted/untrusted network based access restrictions
apply as defined by a business owner
Context user (trusted identity provider)
Federated trust restrictions apply as defined by a
business owner
Federation Assurance level in policy decisions
Federated trust level can result in additional controls
SSO windows platform
Single Sign-on within the Windows application and
infrastructure landscape
SSO legacy systems
Single Sign-on for non-windows application and
infrastructure
SSO Federated systems
Single Sign-on based on federation protocols
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Requirements

Technology 1

Technology 2

Technology 3

UX step-up Authentication
Step-up authn needs to be user-friendly and only
needed if required

UX Social logon
Single Sign-on with social Id’s should be possible

UX Policy Management
Access Policies must be managed by business owners,
not programmed by IT

Multi-platform
The AA features must be available on multiple target
platforms (Azure, AWS, Federated)

Multi form-factor
The AA features must be available on multiple devices
and form factors

MFA – SMS
Challenge – response using text message one time
passwords

MFA – email
Challenge – response using email message one time
passwords

MFA – OTP
Challenge – response using one time password devices
or tokens

MFA – TOTP
Challenge – response using one time password
authenticator apps

MFA – Push
Authn using push notifications in authenticator apps

MFA – QR
Challenge – response using one time QR codes

MFA Biometrics
Authn using biometric verification of fingerprint, or iris

MFA Certificates
Authn using verification of PKI certificates

Self-service portal
A self-service for the end user to request or revoke authn
devices

UX look&feel
The user must have a clear and uniform experience
using AA
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Requirements

Technology 1

Technology 2

Technology 3

UX session time
The user needs a long enough session time not to
re-auth again

MFA – voice
Challenge – response using voice message one time
passwords

MFA Behavior Bio
Authn using biometric behavior verification like keyboard
pressing

Fido compliant
Authn using a FIDO compliant authentication device, like
a token of smartphone app

Supports AWS cloud
The AA solution supports access to AWS cloud services

Supports AWS console login
The AA solution supports access to AWS console features

Security MITM
The AA solution is able to mitigate MITM attacks

Machine learning trust level
The AA solution should learn from past experience to
manage trust

Multilevel device trust
Different devices with varying trust levels can be used

Multilevel network trust
Different networks with varying trust levels can be used

Multilevel Identity Provider trust
Different IDP’s with varying trust levels can be integrated

Integration with external PDP’s
External services must be integrated

On premise + Cloud
Hosting can be realized on demand

Availability 99.9999%
The availability of the AA solution should at least be
99.9999%

CAPEX/OPEX
The AA solution must fit both CAPEX or OPEX procurement
requirements

Compliancy GDPR
The solution can prove GDPR compliancy

Compliancy HIPAA
The solution can prove HIPAA compliancy

Compliancy eIDAS
The solution can prove eIDAS compliancy

Compliancy PCI-DSS
The solution can prove PCI-DSS compliancy
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Appendix 2
Abbreviations
2FA

Two-factor authentication

(T)OTP

(Timebased) One Time Password

AA

Adaptive Authentication

ABAC

Attribute Based Access Control

AD

Active Directory

ADFS

Active Directory Federation Services

API

application program interface

AWS

Amazon Web Services

BYOD

Bring Your Own Device

CIA

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability

DLP

Data Leakage Prevention

eIDAS

electronic Identification, Authentication and trust Services

GDPR

General Data Protection Directive

HIPAA

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

HSM

Hardware Security Module

IAM

Identity and Access Management

IDAAS

Identity-as-a-Service

IDM

Identity management

IdP

Identity Provider

IGA

Identity Governance and Administration

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LoA

Level of Assurance

MFA

Multi Factor Authentication

MiTM

Man in The Middle

MS

Microsoft

O365

Office 365
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OAuth

Open Authentication

OIDC

OpenID Connect

PCI-DSS

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard

PSTN

public switched telephone network

RAS

Remote Access Service

RBAC

Role Based Access Control

SAML

Security Assertions Markup Language

SIEM

Security Information and Event Management

SMS

Short Message Services

SOC

Security Operations Center

SOx

Sarbanes-Oxley

SSO

Single Sign On

TCO

Total cost of Ownership

TFA

Two Factor Authentication

TPM

Trusted Platform Module

UMA

User-Managed Access

VPN

Virtual Private Network

XACML

eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
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8

Conclusion

Traditional Access Control methods are not able to deliver the growing
need for flexible access control in a changing world. Modern Access
Governance requires modern access control methods. Adaptive

Access can deliver the goods. And the best part is that the tools are

available and that implementation need not interfere with the current
best practices, AA can be added. It takes some planning, based on a

roadmap. And of course, it requires implementing elements of Access
Governance.

In this whitepaper we explained how we envision the future of Access.

The near future we must add, because for some organizations the future
may be just around the corner. And as our experience has learned us,

the most difficult development will not be in buying and composing an

AA architecture, the challenge for most organizations will be to explicitly
define access policies. Implemening Access Governance. But that’s why
we created the whitepaper on that subject to help in that area!

And if this whitepaper does not help enough
Nixu helps organizations to embrace digitalization securely by providing
a wide variety of cybersecurity services. In the field of IAM, as an vendor
and product independent partner, we carry out problem analyses

and draft the architecture necessary for systematic implementation

within the organization. We also help clients manage IAM solutions by
providing 24-hour support.
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